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Home Sweet Home: The Role of the Forensics Squadroom in Team Socialization and Identification Heather J. Carmack, Ohio University Todd T. Holm, Concordia College Webmaster’s note: There is a corrected bibliographic reference from the printed text: The correct title for Kenneth Burke’s book is Dramatism and Development. Abstract While many aspects of competitive speech and debate programs have been researched and discussed in academic journals, one vital component of forensics has been left untouched by scholarly inquiry: the role of the forensics squadroom. With shrinking budgets and expanding faculty bodies, it is important to be able to show administrators that the space allocated for the forensic squadroom is more than a space to house trophies, but rather is a space for students to socialize and identify with the team. Using both qualitative and quantitative research methods, this article examines the important rhetorical role the squadroom plays as symbol of support for the program, as well as the pragmatic role the squadroom plays in teambuilding and socialization. Politicians from John F. Kennedy to George McGovern, entertainers from Jim and John Belushi to Arsenio Hall, and television news broadcasters like Jane Pauley (Winebrenner, 1997) have identified their participation in forensics activities as one of the most important experiences leading toward their success. Engleberg (1993) says that forensics "is the single most valuable educational experience you can offer a student" (p. 399). Such endorsements clearly show that forensics has its ideological place in education, but it also needs a physical place on campus. The purpose of this investigation is to explore the value of the forensics squadroom and the role the squadroom plays in a forensics program. Bullis (1993) explains that most socialization research is "deeply rooted in uncertainty reduction and information processing theories" (p. 15), however communication research has yet to explore how space is involved in negotiating uncertainty and information seeking. Space is part of the overall process, but space has never been divorced from this overall process and studied separately to determine its effect. While a plethora of research explores socialization, no research on the importance of space in the socialization process has been conducted. Several studies have explored socialization that takes place in unique spaces, such as performing arts school or of cruise ships (Cawyer & Friedrich, 1998; Gibson & Papa, 2000; Harter & Kirby, in press; OseroffVarnell, 1998; Souza, 1999), but the emphasis is not on the role the physical space plays in the socialization; these articles simply explore the socialization in these places. The research on space does not specifically suggest that space is a factor in the socialization process, but is merely a space for the socialization to occur. However, we argue that the squadroom is more than mere
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space for the team to gather and that the space is actually a factor in the socialization process. While the role of space in the socialization process has been neglected in socialization research, the importance of space has not been completely overlooked. Space, and having space, serves as a symbol of identification. Moran, Skeggs, Tyrer, and Corteen (2001) explain, "The production of space depends on decisions made about what should be visible and what should not, who should occupy the space and who should not" (p. 409). The occupation of space is generally a power struggle over keeping certain parties out. However, the hidden argument in this power struggle is that space means something. Creating and maintaining a space, "is a deliberate means of representing a place and the people who live in it" (Mattingly, 2001, p. 448). In a forensics context, having a space for the team is more than just a practical matter of storage and practice issues. An institution setting aside space for the forensics team is symbolically saying that the program is important and worthy of resources. While an institution that does not provide space for a forensics program is not inherently denying the importance of the program, the institution is saying that other uses of space are more important. A squadroom may not seem like an area worthy of study to a person who has not worked with forensics activities. That perception is part of the reason this study is important. Thirty years ago, Taylor (1975) noted that it was becoming more difficult to justify the expenditures and commitments of a school to a forensics program. As an institution grows and adds to the number of faculty, available office space becomes a precious commodity. A squadroom could easily be visualized as potential office space for faculty members who are forced to share office space. But the squadroom is critical to the development and maintenance of a successful forensics program. From a functional perspective, the activities that take place in a squadroom (coaching, practices, research, homework, communication, administrative functions and even socializing) are very important. However, the most important issue may be the role the squadroom plays in team building, specifically in the socialization of new members and fostering program identification. We need to understand what takes place in the squadroom as well as what function the squadroom serves in the development of a team. This article explores the role of the squadroom in forensics programs by examining current socialization and identification research, and using the research to guide how we approach and present the research findings on the importance of space. Finally, we suggest ways this research can begin to explore the role space plays in forensics programs as well as ways to understand what space means to organizational culture. Socialization and Identification Organizational communication scholars, looking at small groups within organizations such as task forces, teams, or committees, have noted that the



34 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fall 2005 members of effective groups identify with that group (Cheney, 1983). Members of a group need to not only identify with group members, but identify with group norms, beliefs, and values. Group members are socialized into the group to help with the identification process. How a group goes about socializing and helping members identify with the group is part of the organization's culture. Gibson and Papa (2000) define organizational culture as, "the practices, values, metaphors, stories, vocabulary, ceremonials, rites, heroes, and legends that are held by a group of people" (p. 70). An essential element of organizational culture is the socialization and assimilation of new members. During socialization, new members are introduced to, and become familiar with, the organization's culture. Researchers have focused on the identification process and found that it occurs in both formal and informal settings during the organizational socialization process (VanMaanen, 1973; Feldman, 1981; Duncan, 1985; Kelly, 1985; Miller & Jablin, 1991; and Saks, 1997). The forensics squadroom provides an ideal opportunity for socialization of new members and identification with the program and the activity in an informal setting. Socialization Socialization goes far beyond mere socializing. Cawyer and Friedrich (1998) explain that socialization, or "the process by which a person learns the values, norms, and required behaviors which permit him (sic) to participate as a member of the organization," is an ongoing information exchange process that brings the realities of organizational life to light (p. 234). The emphasis is on how messages are communicated and how those messages affect new members' perceptions of the organization. While not clearly stated, the ability to have a space for this socialization to occur plays a role in how organizational messages are received and interpreted. Feldman (1981) identifies three distinct occurrences during the socialization process: 1) members acquire a set of role behaviors; 2) members develop work skills and abilities needed for involvement in the group; and 3) members adjust to the group's norms and values. As we relate these ideas to a forensics team we see that during the socialization process students might 1) come to understand the written and unwritten rules of the activity, 2) learn how to research or cut literature, and 3) make the switch from high school forensics styles to collegiate styles or internalize the standards of excellence expected by the team. VanMaanen (1975) identifies the stage in which these occurrences take place as the encounter phase. It is important to understand each of these occurrences in the context of a forensics program. Socialization in the forensics program is particularly important because the membership is ever changing. Every four years there is a complete turn over in the competitive body. Ideally, each year 25% of the membership is new and needs to be socialized into the existing group. This constant flux keeps the socialization process at the forefront of group interaction.
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Acquiring a set of behavioral roles from a team that operates in two distinctly different arenas of interaction (at tournaments and away from tournaments) can further complicate the socialization process because separate roles are played in each environment. Both sets of behavioral roles must be learned for a member to be successfully socialized into the group. Tournament behavioral roles are probably easier to acquire simply because they are more evident and sometimes are spelled out in writing in a team handbook. Hindman, Shackelford, and Schlottach (1993) have listed a few of the behavioral norms associated with tournaments that include professionalism, punctuality, maturity, preparation, and mutual respect. They also identify several logistical norms such as how to "sign in" for events, appropriateness of discussions with judges, attire, and behavior at award ceremonies. Behavioral expectations away from tournaments are not explicitly stated. They must be learned by observation and sometimes by violation. Since the roles students play while at tournaments may be considerably different than the role they play away from tournaments learning those seemingly conflicting roles can be confusing. The same young woman who stands in front of a room of 80-100 fellow competitors and interprets poetry about the loss of a family farm that brings tears to the eyes of the audience can have a mouth like an Oklahoma truck driver away from the tournament. The young man with body piercing and torn clothing on campus undergoes a metamorphosis into a young professional in a sharp double-breasted suit and providing insight into the conflict in the Middle East. Whatever varying roles the team members play, it is important that they learn the rules, norms, and expectations of the team both at tournaments and away from tournaments. For that to happen, the team members need time together in an unstructured environment. While the squadroom is not the place for the socialization of behavioral roles, it provides a space to ensure the socialization occurs. Members also learn that forensics is not an easy activity in which to be involved. They learn about practice schedules, the amount of practice “required” who to go to for coaching in which events, and which events to compete in, through their interactions with coaches and varsity competitors. Sometimes these role behaviors are consciously communicated to the new members with the expressed intent of getting them to conform. Other times, the students are simply engaged in storytelling that happens to contain role behavior messages. Saks (1997) discusses how organizations use a sense of history to socialize new members and suggests that making sense of the past can provide a solid foundation for the future of an organization. Development of skills and abilities As members enter a new workplace they need to learn how to do their respective jobs. Even if an employee has been making widgets for 20 years at Company ABC, when he or she takes a widget making job at Company XYZ he



36 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fall 2005 or she will have to learn the XYZ method of widget making. Part of socialization includes that learning process. As students enter collegiate forensics, some come in with high school forensics experience. They have already learned most of the role behaviors. However, collegiate forensics and high school forensics are about as different as high school and college football. They operate on the same playing field with the same equipment but that is about it. While coaching sessions are specifically designed to help students develop skills, they are only a part of the skills development process. As students discuss performances they have seen by competitors from other schools and ideas about how to change their own performances they are not only developing their own skills but also increasing the awareness of the people with whom they discuss these issues. Students learn research skills, speech composition skills, literary analysis, and topic selection criteria from each other in squadrooms. These discussions are not intended to be training or socialization sessions but rather emerge as such from everyday discussions. Those everyday discussions form the backbone of the socialization process. Adjusting to group norms Norms are informal rules that identify "the boundaries of acceptable group behavior" (Kreps, 1991, p. 170), with two sets of norms emerging. As Eisenberg & Goodall (1997) point out, it is not uncommon for group norms to be influenced and shaped by national and organizational cultures. In forensics, national organizations (e.g. the American Forensics Association, the National Forensics Association, the National Parliamentary Debate Association, the Cross Examination Debate Association, etc.) and honorary fraternal organizations (e.g. Pi Kappa Delta, Phi Rho Pi, and Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha) can influence local programs to a lesser or greater extent as a result of participation requirements. For example, at the AFA organizational meeting of the 2004 National Communication Association Convention in Chicago, members voted to cap the number of entries to 66 slots per school, a number that could change how schools with large entries decide which team members go to the national tournament. Regional norms also influence individual program norms. For example, American Forensics Association (A.F.A.) District Four has long held to traditions of not competing with events that have qualified for the national tournament and host schools not participating in their own tournaments. A.F.A. District Seven does not hold these same norms. These norms of competitive participation are usually learned from coaches and teammates in informal settings. The team focus is also learned in informal situations. Some teams are very focused on competition and send messages that if you are not winning you should probably stop wasting team money and quit. Other teams are focused more on the educational aspects of the activity sending messages that it does not matter how you do in competition as long as you are learning and improving (although ideally if you are learning eventually you should probably be winning). Still other programs are focused on participation as



Fall 2005 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 37 a social activity or a good time. Success is not as important as having fun. Very few programs will spell out their philosophy in writing and those that do have some kind of mission statement of guiding principles in writing usually have a rather vague document that allows for change as the nature and composite of the team membership changes. So an informal method of norm transmission must be in place. The forensics squadroom plays a role in the transmission and development of roles, skills and norms. It serves as a communication hub for the team. The socializing that goes on in the squadroom is intrinsically linked to the socialization process. Identification Identification is the extent to which members self-align, associate, or affiliate themselves with the group (Cheney, 1983). A few years ago, forensics was compared to a cult in terms of students' and coaches' commitment to and identification with the activity by several scholars at the National Communication Association Convention (Edelmayer, 1998; Hefling, 1998; Holm, 1998; Kimble, 1998;). This panel focused on forensics as a cult because cults traditionally have extremely strong member identification. The panel decided that while forensics participants met many of the criteria for being a cult, the activity did fall short of cult status in the final analysis because none of the membership claimed to be speaking for God. It should be noted that was the only criteria the members did not meet. Identification, as explained by Cheney (1983), occurs through one of, a combination of, or all three of the following strategies: 1) Common ground technique, 2) identification through antithesis, and/or 3) the transcendent we. The squadroom can provide a forum for interactions that lead to each of these stages. Common ground Common ground technique refers to the process by which members of the group find items or issues they have in common with the new members and place emphasis on those items or issues for the purpose of building alliances and a sense of belongingness. One of the basic tenants of interpersonal communication is that we are attracted to people we perceive to be similar to us (Adler & Towne, 1996). The same is true of attraction to a group. We are more likely to affiliate with a group we perceive as having similar interests or beliefs. Identification through antithesis Cheney (1983) explains that identification through antithesis is "the act of uniting against a common 'enemy'" (p. 148). The "enemy," Burke (1972) explains, can refer to any outsider. There is no need for expressed acts of war or hostility. The important factor is that the outsider be identifiable and, in some way, against the organization. In competitive activities it is easy to identify a



38 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fall 2005 common enemy; usually the enemy is the person or group against whom the group competes. They are vilified by accusations of unethical behaviors (coaches writing speeches for students, students making up sources, etc.) or somehow possessing some unfair advantage (a huge budget, tens of thousands of dollars in scholarship money, etc.). The group identifies what "we" are by identifying the negative aspects of others as what we are not. This assignment of blame is sometimes referred to as definition through negation. Transcendent "we" The rhetorical concept of transcendent we refer to the use of the pronoun "we" in statements that express the sharing of interests or values by the organization and its members. For example, a group member might say, "That's not how we do it." One person would be speaking for the entire group. Sometimes group norms are conveyed in this manner. A varsity member might tell a new member "We don't change our clothes before the awards ceremony." If socialization and identification successfully occur, the result is a group that has a shared understanding of its purpose, goals, and direction. The group is made up of individuals that feel part of their identity is being a member of that group. In essence, the activities of the group are not just what the members do; it is part of who the members are as individuals. Socialization is a voluntary process. Indoctrination has connotations of a forced socialization process. Socialization is a far more effective method of team building than indoctrination because the membership, identification, association, and compliance are voluntary rather than compulsory so there is less likelihood that members will resist or revolt. The members choose to become part of the team and choose to associate part of their own identity with being a member of the team. Methodology The sample was composed of the top ten schools in each of the National Forensics Association National Tournament sweepstakes divisions in 2001, the American Forensics Association National Individual Events Tournament Champions in 2001, the National Parliamentary Debate Association national sweepstakes winners, and an interval sampling of every third Director of Forensics (DOF) listed in the A.F.A. directory. This yielded a pool of 57 programs surveyed. Approximately 11 forensics programs responded (20%). The survey conducted was a web-based survey form (see Appendix A). The links to the different forms were sent to the programs D.O.F. and they were asked to forward the request and links to their students. A total of 17 coaches and 73 students responded. The number of survey responses by programs was fairly equal (M = 5.34) with only two schools sending in over 10 surveys. The two programs that sent in over 10 surveys made up 38.4 % of the variance (15.1 % and 23.3 % respectively). Of the 11 programs, there was an equal distribution in terms of placement at national tournaments, with six programs receiving sweepstakes



Fall 2005 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 39 awards at 2001 national championship tournaments and five programs not receiving sweepstakes awards at national championship tournaments. Of the two programs that sent in over 10 surveys, only one program received a sweepstakes award in a 2001 national tournament. The questionnaires asked about more than just what was done in the squadroom. Coaches received open-ended questionnaires, asking about the furnishings and equipment in the squadroom (see Appendix B). Students were asked about demographic information and in which aspects of forensics competition they were involved. Questions about numbers of hours of coaching and relationships with others on the team were also explored. Finally, questions were asked about how important students felt the squadroom was to the team's competitive success. Qualitative interviews were also conducted on individual team participants. These interviews were conducted as a separate project regarding space and the squadroom by the second author (Appendix C). The interview protocol consisted of seven open-ended questions, with varying presentation of questions to prevent a fatigue effect. Themes were extracted from participants' responses. Results After 73 student participants completed the study, the items of the study were analyzed through correlations. Of the 73 students surveyed, 69 students replied yes to having a squadroom in some form, three responded no to having a squadroom, and one did not respond. Data was collected to assess possible relationships between the presence of a squadroom and the feeling of success. Students were also asked which they would choose if forced to pick between having a squadroom and going to a national tournament, and whether students would choose to have a squadroom or to win a national championship. Only one significant correlation was present. There was a positive correlation between the presence of a squadroom and feelings of success (r = .466, p < .05). This correlation suggests that students' perceived feelings of success hinge on the ability to have a place for the team to reside. There were no significant relationships between the presences of a squadroom and whether students would choose to have squadroom or go to a national tournament and the presence of a squadroom and whether students would chose to have a squadroom or win a national championship. Students and coaches alike recognize and appreciate the role the squadroom plays. On the survey, students were asked if they had to choose (because of budget reasons or for other administrative reasons) between attending a national tournament and having a squadroom and between winning a national championship and having a squadroom which they would chose. Seventy-three participants responded to the item asking about the choice between having a squadroom and attending a national tournament. Twenty-six percent of students said that the squadroom was more important than nationals (n = 19), while 74 % said that they would choose attending a national tournament (n = 54). A similar result was found when examining the item about having a squadroom and winning a national title. Of the 73 participants that responded to this item, 13.



40 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fall 2005 7 % said having a squadroom was important (n = 10) and 82. 9 % (n = 63) chose winning a national championship. However, some participants recognize that their success is connected to having a squadroom, indicated by the positive correlation found earlier between the presence of a squadroom and feelings of success (see Table 1). One student aptly noted, "Luckily, I don't have to choose between a squadroom and nationals." From the open-ended questions, several themes emerged regarding the function of the squadroom and the role the squadroom plays in the socialization and identification processes of new members. Squadroom activities From a pragmatic standpoint, the squadroom primarily serves two functions. First, it is an area where forensics students can gather and work on forensics activities. Participants were asked what they talked about most often when in the squadroom with 72 participants responding to this item. Forensics was the overwhelming response with over 56.3 % (n=40) of participations saying they most often talked about forensics activities (speeches, etc) and another 12.7% (n=9) saying they most often talked about tournament results (team and individual). Clearly a forensics squadroom is devoted primarily to discussions related to forensics. While these results are probably not surprising to anyone with a forensics background, it does reaffirm that a squadroom is not just a club house for college students. The activities that go on in the squadroom revolve around the activity and thus educate students about the activity. This space gives them the opportunity to explore forensics and keep it in the forefront of their minds. The second major activity that takes place in the squadroom is interpersonal communication. This would include day-to-day mundane conversations as well as discussion about forensics as an activity, goals, interpersonal relationships, and similar discussions. Weick (1987) points out how critical it is for members of a group to have the opportunity to interact on this level: "Interpersonal communication is the essence of organization because it creates structures that then affect what else gets said and done and by whom" (p. 97). Weick describing interpersonal communication as the essence of the organization allows him to make a solid argument for the need for an environment where group members can interact with other group members on a personal level. The space of the forensics squadroom provides a place for the organizational structures needed to develop a team dynamic. While an overwhelming number of responses by the 72 participants said that forensics, either forensics activities or tournaments, was the topic of conversation in the squadroom (64.4 %), 12.7 % indicated that discussions revolved around classes (n=9), 9.9 % said they gossiped (n=8), and 8.5 % responded by talking about romantic and platonic relationships (n=6).



Fall 2005 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 41 The squadroom and the socialization of new members Recruiting is a never-ending process for college activities. Each year new students must enter the program and become members of the program. While there is some formal socialization and indoctrination, most of the process of becoming a productive member of the group is informal. As one Director of Forensics noted, the socialization that goes on in the squadroom "is very helpful because students have a richer understanding of the activity due to this exposure. The richer the understanding, the more likely the student will be able to extrapolate appropriate behaviors." Clearly the opportunities identified in the above section on functions of a squadroom directly relate to Cheney's (1983) discussion of developing skills and abilities as part of the socialization process. The squadroom does much more than just provide an opportunity for new members to develop skills. Storytelling is also an important component of helping to socialize members into the program because the narrative serves as a way to educate novices about team practices and culture. Participants were asked about engaging in "forensics storytelling," or telling stories about forensics, either of current or former competitors or to tell members about the norms of the team. Seventy-two participants responded to this item, with 80.6 % (n=58) of those responding saying that they did engage in some kind of forensics storytelling. One novice who had not yet been to a tournament said, "I listen to travel stories about tournaments. I also listen to the hundreds of inside jokes that I don't understand." Another novice said, "We talk about forensics stuff: ballots, judges, other competitors, and qualifications, that kind of stuff." Varsity students acknowledged that they talked about forensics related issues but put a greater emphasis on discussions about personal relationships. Because novice competitors seem to tune into the stories about forensics more, it would be safe to assume they are learning their role in the program and the activity through these stories. Fisher (1985) contends that people are homo-narans and we only understand our world through stories. Stories are also used in the socialization process to help new members understand their new roles as well as the roles of the organization. "In an organizational context, narratives function to socialize newcomers, to solve problems, to legitimate power relationships, to enhance bonding and organizational identification, and to reduce uncertainty" (Putnam, Phillips, & Chapman, 1996, p. 375). Varsity members understand the importance of stories to socialize novices some extent. One varsity member recalls telling a story about a former competitor who had misread an extemporaneous speaking question only to realize the mistake immediately before entering the final round at a national tournament. The varsity member summed up the story by saying "The moral of the story is: 'Always read the question at least twice before you answer it.'" Identification and the squadroom One thing that the presence of a squadroom does is to push the identification process is to get students to spend time in the suadroom when they are not



42 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Fall 2005 doing forensics activities. The squadroom serves as a place for students to "hang out" and learn all the little things that coaches sometimes forget to tell them. These social interactions are where students learn the behavioral roles and norms that Cheney (1983) referred to as socialization. Having the opportunity to interact extensively with varsity members in a social setting prior to traveling with the team is one way that potential members will feel like full members of the organization. As one student put it, "We are all very busy people and without the squadroom I don't think we would ever see each other except for in the van." Without the squadroom new members would be traveling to their first tournament with a team of which they do not really feel a part. Clearly, the squadroom serves an almost irreplaceable role in socializing members into the organization. However, these interactions go beyond building a sense of team spirit. These interactions develop a commitment to the program and to the activity. The squadroom is also critical to getting students to "identify" with the program. When asked what students liked most about the squadroom, one student said that the squadroom was completely dedicated to the team; another participant noted that their squadroom was designed to be "forensics-centered." When students spend 40 or 50 hours a week on an extra-curricular activity they are exhibiting great commitment to the activity. That kind of commitment does not come without a sense of identification with the program. Through the interpersonal interactions in the squadroom, students come to realize they have much in common with the other members of the team. They usually find that they are competitive, intelligent, creative, and expressive. These traits have often set them apart from groups they have been in previously. In this group, they find those characteristics as areas of common ground. Building community and providing a haven Looking past the physical benefits of the squadroom as a place to house a team, store extemp tubs, or research speeches, the squadroom serves as a sanctuary of sorts, a haven for team members to come together and build community. A varsity competitor described the squadroom as "a haven, a safe-space, and an escape." Another varsity member said, "I like the team room because it is a haven where you can escape the pressures of college life and just lounge, do work, practice, eat, sleep, and do just about anything." A novice competitor combined the ideas of a haven and of community when saying, "It is a haven of sorts for me. It is a place where I can go and feel like I belong there, I know there will always be friendly supportive people there to talk to and hang out with. The others there share common interests and goals, and therefore understand a large part of my life." One student summed up the importance of squadroom by saying, "It's our home away from home." This significant tribute to the necessity of the squadroom highlights the commitment many of the students demonstrate to achieving recognition and excellence.
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Discussion This study revealed the importance of a squadroom from a functional and pragmatic standpoint. It also helped to define the role a squadroom plays in socializing new members and in getting members to identify with the program. Finally, thematic analyses of the survey responses indicate that students and coaches view the squadroom as a haven that is part of a unique sense of community. The fact that the squadroom is central to the socialization of new members justifies its existence even in a department where office space is at a premium. Because forensics programs are constantly adding new members to their ranks, it would be impractical (and probably ineffective) to socialize each member in a formal socialization process. Rather, by allowing them to interact freely in a "safe" environment that is unique to forensics, the socialization process is advanced in a very effective manner. The squadroom is not just a place for communication; it is a form of communication. Among other things, the squadroom communicates that the department has made a physical commitment to the activity. The artifacts that fill the squadroom also communicate the values and culture to new members. As coaches or Directors of Forensics we need to make sure the messages being sent are congruous with the messages we want to send. Part of the socialization process is to learn the norms and customs of the new organization. New members learn these things through observation, interpersonal interaction and stories or narratives. A squadroom provides an environment where people who understand and appreciate the activity can discuss forensics freely and openly. The forensics squadroom is clearly virgin territory for researchers to explore. The results of this study would indicate that it is also a fertile area to study. Communication scholars who study issues of "space and place" (Aden, 1995; Cooks & Aden 1995) may find a unique development of community in the interactions within the squadroom. The students made several comments about how the room created a sense of community among the people who regularly utilize the room. One Director of Forensics directly stated that the squadroom "allowed the students to develop a sense of community." The results of this study could be incorporated into a larger study with observers at other institutions making similar observations and asking similar questions. Hopefully that would lead to generalizable themes and common elements that could provide a richer explanation of the role squadrooms play in programs. Quantitative researchers interested in measuring the impact of the squadroom could compare level of participation and commitment of students who utilize the squadroom with the same factors of students who don't utilize the squadroom or spend significantly less time in the squadroom. Additional research on a national level could also focus on the competitive differences between programs that have squadrooms and those that do not have squadrooms if a reasonable number of programs without squadrooms could be identified. The results of this study also could be applicable to businesses. If having a space where members of an organization could go to socialize, discuss life, and



44 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fall 2005 the activities of the group, then businesses could start to foster and expedite the socialization process. We are not suggesting that businesses develop squadrooms but rather that they make a conscious effort to provide social interaction opportunities for their employees. With companies moving to ideas like casual day on Fridays and team-based organizational charts, the need to have opportunity to interact and socialize becomes more palatable. A squadroom could be compared to a company bar (but without the alcohol) or lunchroom. It is a place where people from the organization go to meet and talk about more than just work. It is where people begin to identify with the organization and really feel that they are a part of the group. It is a place where people gather to form a sense of commitment and community.
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